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References  

JBrad Lewis 
President at F&E PaymentPros 
brad@fepaymentpros.com 

330-618-3556 

Ken is a creative programmer, diligent in his approach and technique in solving programming challenges.  We have 

utilized Ken's services as a contracted programmer in developing C# .net and PDF reports from SQL database tables.  

He has been successful in developing solutions for unique challenges for us both in working with a team and 

independently on his own. 

 

Jeff Graham 

Director, Mobile Communication & Technology at TMW Systems, Inc. 

TMW Systems 

jeff.graham@tmwsystems.com 

I still remember Ken's initial interview. We had constructed a small skills test to gauge applicant's aptitude in the given 

technology. We got back a lot of various responses from different candidates, theoretical answers, just plain wrong 

solutions, etc., and many took a long time coming up with whatever they submitted. Ken knocked it out of the park. 

He had a working solution within, what seemed like was maybe all of 5 or 10 minutes, which is all the more time we 

thought it would take.  Ken was a great resource on our team, contributed to the success of our customers, and I am 

pleased  to recommend him. 

 

James Rutan Sr 
Project Lead at Arconic Titanium and Engineered Products 
When Ken was here, I was his manager in the Applications department of our Information Technology group. Ken was 

let go in a re-organization of our company after we were acquired by a larger company. I was in charge of custom 

application development and Ken worked on various projects using several different developer tools and languages. 

 

Guy King 

Software Engineer at Centra Solutions 

Ken embodies the mid-west work ethic but has one minor problem.  He has cerebral palsy and a speech impediment 

and for that reason he's overlooked for many positions he's quite capable of doing.  Ken has a Masters degree and is 
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very technology savvy.  I challenge an employer to look past his physical issues and challenge him on his technical 

skills. 

 

Mark Frisone 

Executive Director at Family & Community Services, Inc. 

Ken Roach has been both a consultant for our company as well as a tenant in our building.  On both fronts he has 

been responsive, professional and collaborative.  I give him the highest recommendation. 

Donald Coates 

Part Time Instructor Kent State University at Kent State University 

As his ex instructor, I was impressed with Ken's determination and involvement in class. I am sure he will be a good 

worker and contributor to a company in his field. 

Other References Contacts  

Mike Noble  

Director of Internet Security-Alcoa 

Michael.Noble@Alcoa.com 

330-550-2768 

Brendan Verni 

Manger of SAP at Alcoa 

412-973-3695  

John Young 

Former SAP Manager at Alcoa 

740-461-0527 

Ron Beckman 

Former CIO at RTI(now Alcoa 

RonBeckman@Gmail.com 

724-815-5444 
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